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Photos app has changed dramatically 

with user convenience in mind. 

Robust “For You”, Sharing and Searching 

suggestions enhance the overall user experience.  
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Search photos now finds photos 

corresponding to multiple search terms. 

Share photos with friends is now 

extremely powerful and easy. 

‘For You’ tab i.e. ’The Enjoy tab’ has been 

added which replaces the previous 

‘Memories’ and ‘Share’ sections and brings 

together their features + more.
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Photos features recognize objects, scenes and people, and 

make suggestions even before you finish typing your search.   

This new muscle is AI powered by 

on-device machine learning that 

recognizes your photographic 

subjects.  

It will identify objects like 

“flowers” and the people you love, 

as well as locations where your 

photos were taken.
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When you open your 
Photos App you will be 
opening to the last 
section to which you 
were viewing.  

Sections are: 

Photos    For You    Albums    Search
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Photos is able to index images in 

thousands of ways, like time and 

place. The app also lets you use 

multiple search terms 

Photos will even recommend 

effects you can apply to your 

photos 

This smart grouping brings 

order to your picture library.
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PHOTOS: (Tab on bottom far Left) groups all of your photos 

similarly to previous iterations of the iOS Photos App EXCEPT 

these are NO LONGER titled Moments>Collections>Years.   

The behavior will be familiar to you.  You move thru them with 

the blue arrow on top Left.   

Still an easy way to peruse thru your time frames.
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FOR YOU: Is the most prominent exciting new addition 

in the Photos App. This replaces the old Memories and 

Shared tabs and brings together their features – along 

with any iCloud Shared Albums you may have – in a 

single scrolling panel. 

This tab is broken down into various sections - all to 

make it easy for you to share.
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Memories: Here you’ll see various 

auto-generated Memories, which 

are albums based around people, 

events or places.        These 

change often!!! Keeping looking. 

Featured Photos:  This App 

picks what it considers to be 

amazing photos and videos.  You 

can swipe horizontally to see all.
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Sharing Suggestions: If the App 

recognizes someone in the photos it will 

ask if you want to share the collection 

with them, otherwise an option to 

"Share with friends?" is shown.  

Recently Shared: Lists events that you 

recently shared using the new link-

sharing feature. It includes photos 

shared by you, and with you. You can tap 

any group to Share Back or to add new 

recipients/cancel sharing (on your own 

shared photos). �10

ALBUMS: In iOS 12, you see all of the 

albums created by you or shared by others, 

as well as a People & Places section which 

shows all the albums in each category.
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My Albums: Includes All Photos 

label (previously named Camera Roll 

when NOT in iCloud) = each album is 

listed with chosen photo to ID your 

Album.   

People & Places literally groups the 

People YOU have identified and now 

Apple remembers and groups those 

faces together AND Places which is 

identified by GPS on the camera at 

time of shooting. 
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Media Types in Albums are listed 

as quick links:  Videos, Selfies, Live 

Photos, Portrait, Long Exposure, 

Bursts, Screenshots, and 

Animated.  These take the place of 

the previous albums of ‘Live Photos’, 

Bursts or ‘Screenshots’. 

Lastly comes Other Albums which 

houses links to your  Imports, 

Hidden and Recently Deleted.    

Good to know!
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SEARCH: The powerful updated function in the Search tab is more 

intelligent than before, making it easier to find the most relevant 

photos to you from events, people, or places, categories, groups, 

recently searched. 

You can combine multiple search terms to narrow down your results. 

Simply start typing a person's name, a date, a place, a business name 

or a word like “dog,” “Triumph,”  “gym,” “museum” etc and the Photos 

app will offer up similar or identical indexed search terms that you 

can tap to add to the search field.
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This Search Tab is broken down into sections. Here you can 

select to browse the following…

OR you can use the Search Bar at the top of the screen to  

type in the person, place, animal, or thing you want to find.

Moments = One Year Ago/Trips/Dining, etc. 

People = Faces you have ID’d. 

Places = Places based on GPS  

Categories = personalized to YOUR photos 

Recently Searched = just that 
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LET’S EXPLORE ‘FOR YOU’ 

‘For You’ = It’s the amalgamation of every  

new smart feature in Photos app. 

We’ll start with ‘For You’ Memories
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‘For You’ Memories is a fantastic way to rediscover old photos.  

REMEMBER:  The visuals change often so keep checking back. FUN !! 

Memories curates various photos and videos you've taken in the past into 

specific memory collections. Without any steps required on your part, 

Memories gives you an automatic homemade movie from these past family 

gatherings or vacations. �17

Tap a memory and you'll see a list of all the photos and videos contained in 

the memory. Tap Show More to see more than a summary.  Tap Play button 

arrow at bottom Right to take you to Editing options.
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This play button begins viewing a memory using a number of customization 

options to edit it, the geographic location the pictures were taken, nearby 

photos, and related memories you might be interested in.
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You can custom design the title font, the music (which sync) + add more 

photos, etc.  The last two options at the very bottom of the screen 

let you favorite the memory or delete it permanently. Amazing!!
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If your device supports 3D Touch, you can also hard press on 

any memory in the For You tab to get a preview of its contents, 

and then swipe up for options to add it to your favorite 

memories, delete the memory, or block it. 

Caution - Note that tapping Select on this page and deleting a 

photo doesn't just remove it from the memory, but also deletes it 

from your iPhone and iCloud Library.  Yikes!!!
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Amazingly what the App choses as the Featured Photo -      

This keeps changing.

‘For You’ Featured Photos
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For You tab: Sharing Suggestions. 

A new feature in ‘For You’ will let you share full-resolution 

photos with a friend through the Messages app. 
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‘For You’ tab: Sharing Suggestions. 

Photos will then automatically search your friend’s camera roll 

(through photo content-called ‘end-to-end’ encryption) for 

similar photos – made from the same event, time or location.  

They will also be prompted to 

send those back to you, allowing 

you to fill any holes in your 

collection. 
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This new feature will also work with the photos of other 

users to suggest photos back and forth. This will allow 

both users to have an entire collection of photos from a 

specific event.
This feature uses the 

faces that you have 

trained your iDevice to 

identify and then uses 

that trained data to 

figure out with whom who 

you are interacting. 

Hummm.�25

You do have to have ‘Shared Albums’ clicked to open. 

Settings > Photos > Shared Albums     WHEW! 

To protect your privacy, location continues to be stripped in 

iMessages.
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‘For You’ tab: more on Sharing Suggestions: 

HOW TO: Tap the Sharing Suggestions card and you'll be taken to a 

screen where you can choose the pictures you want to share.  

Please note that anyone with access to the shared photo link will be able 

to view the photos. 
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Tap Select and then tap any photos you don't want to include, 

OR choose Deselect All and then tap the ones you want to 

share.  Choose Next to select your contacts with whom you want 

to share the pictures. Tap Share in Messages when you're done.
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When you tap on the Search tab  

at the bottom of your screen - 

this view opens up with a search 

box at the top. 

It gives suggestions that will be 

automatically refined as you begin 

typing and the search results will 

get even more accurate if you use 

more than one keyword.
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Search results are organized slightly differently. Photos app 

will be able to search and identify photos by the type of events 

such as sporting events or concerts, museums as well as key 

words pertinent to your life, i.e. dogs, cats, birds.
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The Photo Search feature will come with search suggestions. You will 

see the suggestions on your device even before you begin typing.  

Search suggestions will highlight important Moments from your photo 

log plus  People, Places, Categories, Groups, and Recently Searched. 

Search suggestions will be based on the places you have been to, people 

you have photographed, and the recent events you have attended.�31

Thanks to Lauri Kunzman from the 
Sun City Computer Club!

Visit: rmug.weebly.com 
to download this slideshow, plus visit: 

www.apple.com/ios/photos

Next meeting - Tues. April 9th  2:00PM

Questions,  
Comments ???
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